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Target Students

According to CSE, our students  Level4 level5-

Internal 
Motivation

Critical 
Thinking Ability

Intercultural 
Skills

Learning In Groups Online Learning



Unit Objectives



Unit Objectives  Language skills1

 Critical thinking skills2

 Intercultural skills3

New words and expressions1
Summarizing a text2
Structure: timeline+milestone3
Inviting contributions in discussion4

Comparing and contrasting viewpoints1
Identifying milestones2
Analyzing the chronology of events using a timeline3

Reflecting on the distinguishing features and characteristics 
of heroes/heroines in different cultures and generations

1



POA  ( P r o d u c t i o n - O r i e n t e d  A p p r o a c h )

Production 1

Group presentation: Mini-biography of a hero/heroine

Production 2

Writing: Mini-biography of a hero/heroine



POA  ( P r o d u c t i o n - O r i e n t e d  A p p r o a c h )

Section 1(online/offline) Section 2(online/offline)

Episode 1 Episode 2

Production 2

Text A Text B

Production 1

Unit 6 Passing the torch

Demo (enabling)



Why do we choose this section as our demo class?



Demo Objectives

Students in our university lack critical 
thinking ability.

Contemporary college students tend to neglect the 
distinguishing features of heroes/heroines in different 
generations and countries.

Improve students’ critical thinking skills 
Help them set up correct valuesDemo Objectives 1

2



Demo Objectives

Identifying “milestones” based on

Theme-oriented

Impact-focused

Personality-driven

Reflecting on the distinguishing features of Nan Rendong

“TIP”



How do we organize the demo class?



Each group discusses and 
selects a Chinese or foreign 
celebrity, searches the English 
materials of the characters' 
life stories and summarizes 
them.

Before class

In class

1 Review: search-identify-organize-write.

2
Learn the meaning of "milestone" 
events.

3
Compare the text with the original 
text and discuss the “TIP” principle of 
"milestone" events.

4
Analyze the typical samples of 
students’ homework and apply the 
“TIP” principle to determine the 
"milestone" events.

5 Summarize and assign homework.

Make a self-evaluation.

Make a group-presentation 
in the next class.

1

2
Modify homework and 
Complete the outline writing 
of the mini-biography.

3

After class



How do we carry out the assessing part?



Assessing for learning

TSCA POA

For teachers
Whether we have achieved our teaching objectives?

Q&A Sample analysis Homework

For students
Whether we have improved our skills?

Language skill Summarizing character’s milestones by applying dream-related words  

Critical thinking skill Identifying milestones based on TIP(Theme-oriented, Impact-focused, Personality-driven)  

Intercultural skill Reflecting on the features of Nan Rendong



Demo Class



Looking back

What are the four steps to write a biography?

Search
1

Identify
2

Organize
3

Write
4



Starting up

Search1



Identify milestones 
2

Starting up

What is a milestone in life?
A milestone is an exceptionally significant event 
in one's life, which serves as a turning point or 
has a great impact on people or things.

Let’s brainstorm



Taking in 

Born in 1945, Nan was the top-scorer in the 
college entrance exam in his native Jilin province 
before he enrolled in the department of radio 
electronics at Tsinghua University in 1963.

After finding out that many of the construction 
workers were from impoverished mountainous 
areas, Nan also bought clothes for them.

The text(Biography)

He fell in love with the universe when he was a 
boy.

The original news

After finding out that many of the construction 
workers were from impoverished mountainous areas, 
Nan also bought clothes for them.

Let’s compare



To identify a milestone, we should focus on the _________ of the 
biography－to pursue a dream.

So, a milestone should be _________－oriented.

theme

theme

Taking in 
Let’s conclude



Falling in love 
with the universe

Childhood Early 1990s 1994 2006 March 2011

Hitting on the bold idea 
to build a radio telescope to explore 
the origins of the universe when 
working in Japan

Returning to China 
to pursue his dream

Finding the ideal place 
for construction in Guizhou

Beginning the 
construction

What is the consequence of each event?

Taking in 
Let’s explore

March 2011

Completing the 
construction



Taking in 

Para3: 

Giving up his well-paid position at one of world's top scientific research institutes in 
Japan, Nan returned to China in 1994 to pursue his 

Returning to China to pursue his dream

“ unreachable” dream.

Why are quotation marks put 
around the word“unreachable”?

Para3: 
Finding the ideal place for construction in Guizhou

After                                    , Nan discovered the perfect place hidden away in a 
mountainous area of ....

12 years of searching



To identify a milestone, we should think about the _________ 
of the event on the following events. 

So, a milestone should be ___________－focused.

impact

impact

Taking in 
Let’s conclude



From the three milestones, what are the personalities reflected in Nan?

Para3:Giving up his well-paid 
position at one of the world's 
top scientific research institutes 
in Japan, Nan returned to China 
in 1994 to pursue his 
“ unreachable” dream.

Patriotic
1994 2006 March 2011

Persistent

Para 4: After 12 years of 
searching, Nan discovered 
the perfect place hidden 
away in a mountainous area 
of ....

Para7: Nan himself always led 
his team during the construction 
process, overcoming one failure 
after another.

Enterprising

Taking in 
Let’s step inside



To identify a milestone, we should think about the  ____________ 
reflected in the person. 

So, a milestone should be ____________-driven.

personality

personality

Taking in 
Let’s conclude



How to identify milestones ?

Theme:Dream Impact Personality

Taking in 
Let’s conclude

Harbor Achieve

Pursue
Does the event have 
significant impact on 
the following ones?

Does the event reflect any 
impressive personality of 
the person?



Sharpening the skil ls

Born on August 5, 1930, near Wapakoneta, Ohio. He developed a fascination with 
flight at an early age and earned his pilot's license at 16 after several attempts. In 
1947, Armstrong began his studies in aeronautical engineering at Purdue University 
on a U.S. Navy scholarship..

In his personal life, Armstrong started to settle down. He married Janet Shearon on 
January 28, 1956. The couple soon added to their family. Son, Eric, arrived in 1957, 
followed by daughter, Karen, in 1959.

In 1962 he was accepted to the NASA Astronaut Corps in 1962 and in 1969 he faced a 
big challenge. Along with Michael Collins and Edwin E. "Buzz" Aldrin, he was part of 
NASA's first manned mission to the moon.  

Most people knew going to the moon was quite risky. Countless difficulties and risks 
occurred after approaching the moon. but he never surrendered.

Let’s identify the life milestones of Neil Armstrong.



Born on August 5, 1930, near Wapakoneta, Ohio. He developed a 
fascination with flight at an early age and earned his pilot's license 
at 16 after several attempts. In 1947, Armstrong began his studies 
in aeronautical engineering at Purdue University on a U.S. Navy 
scholarship..

Sharpening the skil ls Let’s identify the life milestones of Neil Armstrong.

He developed a fascination with flight at an early age and earned his pilot's 
license at 16 after several attempts. 



Sharpening the skil ls Let’s identify the life milestones of Neil Armstrong.

In his personal life, Armstrong started to settle down. He married 
Janet Shearon on January 28, 1956. The couple soon added to their 
family. Son, Eric, arrived in 1957, followed by daughter, Karen, in 
1959.

Irrelevant 



Sharpening the skil ls Let’s identify the life milestones of Neil Armstrong.

In 1962 he was accepted to the NASA Astronaut Corps in 1962 and 
in 1969 he faced a big challenge. Along with Michael Collins and 
Edwin E. "Buzz" Aldrin, he was part of NASA's first manned mission 
to the moon.  

In 1969 when he worked as an astronaut in NASA, Armstrong faced a great 
challenge, which was to finish the first manned mission to the moon. He 
courageously undertook the mission and did a lot to prepare.



Sharpening the skil ls Let’s identify the life milestones of Neil Armstrong.

Most people knew going to the moon was quite risky. Countless 
difficulties and risks occurred after approaching the moon, but he 
never surrendered.

He successfully set foot on the moon after facing some dangers and risks. The 
moon landing shocked the world.



Wrapping up

How to identify milestones in one’s life?

Theme-oriented Impact-focused Personality-driven



Assessing

Self-reflection: 
Indicate the degree to which you have learned the following skills.

Language skill Summarizing character’s milestones by applying dream-related 
words

 

Critical thinking skill Identifying milestones based on TIP(Theme-oriented, Impact-
focused, Personality-driven)

 

Intercultural skill Reflecting on the features of Nan Rendong



Assignment

Based on         principle, please choose the proper milestones 
from the information you have searched and polish your language.

Prepare for the presentation of a hero’s/heroine’s  biography. 

TIP



Thanks!


